Word Hunting at the Newman Woodward Trail
Learning How to Use a Compass

Fill in the word on each post when you reach it, then follow the directions to find the next one. Remember to orient your compass at each post to make sure you are headed in the right direction. You must reach each post in the right order to find the next one, the posts are not numbered. One pace is one step, so count your steps to make sure you have gone the right distance.

To get you started easily, post number 1 is right at the beginning of the Newman Woodward Trail

1 _______ Head Southeast (120°) 45 paces to find post number 2.
2 _______ Head Northeast (60°) 55 paces to find post number 3.
3 _______ Head Northwest (330°) 80 paces to find post number 4.
4 _______ Head West (250°) 50 paces to find post number 5.
5 _______ Head North (330°) 45 paces to find post number 6.
6 _______ Head East (70°) 45 paces to find post number 7.
7 _______ Head Northwest (315°) 45 paces to find post number 8.
8 _______ Head East (90°) 75 paces to find post number 9.
9 _______ Head Northeast (40°) 25 paces to find post number 10.
10 _______ Head Northwest (315°) 50 paces to find post number 11.
11 _______ Head Southwest (240°) 100 paces to the last post.
12 _____ _____ Now you can fill in the words with your key!

“____ ____ _____ ____ ____ ____ ______ _____ ______.”